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Developer Media helps companies engage with developers in a meaningful way by providing display 
advertising opportunities through our network of developer-centric sites, unique marketing programs 
through our CodeProject (our flagship site), and social engagement via industry-influencer Scott Hanselman. 

A brief overview of each of our strategic programs can be found on the following pages:



Display advertising is a simple, cost-effective, low-maintenance way to get your message in front of the software 
developers you need to reach and we will work closely with you to choose the right products to deliver relevant ads 
directly to your target audience.

Unlike most media vendors, Developer Media uses view-on-scroll technology to ensure that a banner ad is only served 
when it is actually viewable on screen, which has earned us an industry-leading viewable impressions rate. Our advanced 
banner targeting technology can also help you reach niche audiences and re-engage potential customers who have not 
yet converted.

Developer Media supports standard display unit sizes (728x90, 300x250, and 160x600) and offers an array of targeting, 
retargeting, and roadblocking services.
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Display Advertising

Display Advertising
With more than 23 million 
unique visitors to our 
community of more than 200 
hand-picked developer specific 
websites each quarter, 
Developer Media display 
advertising reaches more 
software developers than any 
other media group. 
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Through its flagship site, CodeProject, Developer Media offers the opportunity to include an insertion in any of its four 
newsletters: Daily Build, Daily Insider, Web Dev, and Mobile.

The Daily Build and Daily Insider are delivered Monday - Friday to the inboxes of some 500,000 double opt-in and 
engaged subscribers. The Web Dev is delivered on Tuesdays to 70,000 and the Mobile newsletter is delivered Thursdays 
to 45,000.

Features include Geo targeting by country and US states, Keyword targeting, Audience targeting using first party data 
and Suppression lists.
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Newsletters 

Newsletters
Hundreds of thousands of 
developers look to us for the 
latest industry news and 
information to help solve their 
day-to-day programming 
challenges. 

Whether you need to reach web, 
mobile, hardcore developers or 
the manager and C-level 
audience, our focused newsletters 
offer a simple and effective way to 
connect directly with your target 
segment.



Dedicated Email Offers
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Dedicated email offers (or e-blasts) are sent 
once a week directly to the inboxes of over 
550,000 double opt-in and engaged subscribers. 
Each dedicated email is devoted entirely to a 
single advertiser to promote a specific offer, 
event, product, service or campaign. 

Instantly reach hundreds of thousands of 
developers with our direct-to-inbox targeted 
email and deliver your message to a receptive 
opt-in audience that has asked to receive special 
offers.

Features include Geo targeting by country and 
US states, Keyword targeting, Audience targeting 
using first party data and Suppression lists.
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Dedicated Email



With the Lead Generation program, your technical assets are locked behind a registration wall in the CodeProject 
Research Library and then promotion is optimized to ensure they get to the right members of our audience. Leads will be 
delivered with full business card contact information which all go through a two-step validation and scrubbing process.  
Weekly reports are delivered straight to your inbox, or directly into your CRM system, until the lead goal is fulfilled.

The Lead Generation programs offers the ability to filter leads by geography, job title, and company size.

And remember: you only receive and pay for the leads that match your filters and targeting criteria.
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Lead Generation

Lead Generation
Accelerate and fill your sales 
pipeline with quality, targeted leads 
from the Developer Media lead 
generation program. It’s as simple as 
letting us know what kind of 
developers you wish to reach and 
providing a set of technical assets 
appropriate for the target audience.

October 2016



Product Showcase

A Product Showcase article is client-sponsored content that focuses on a specific third-party product or service and 
provides a technical discussion of the topic. It is the perfect vehicle to increase awareness of your technology, educate 
potential customers and build credibility for your brand. 

An exemplary Product Showcase article may include code snippets, screenshots, downloads and walkthroughs. Most 
importantly, it should engage software developers in an educational and interesting way and should not be a product or 
marketing brochure.
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Product Showcase



Product Review

A Product Review is an article that provides an impartial review of a specific product or technology. In addition to providing a 
real-life, hands-on perspective of the product, a review is a great sales tool to build credibility in the market and encourage 
potential cus-tomers to adopt a product or technology.

If needed, Developer Media can help source an author from the development commu-nity to write a product review.
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Product Review
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Coder Interview

A Coder Interview is a technical interview or Q&A, conducted by a Developer Media representative with a technical 
person directly involved with the development or man-agement of your organization’s technologies and products (i.e. a 
technical lead, prod-uct manager/designer, developer evangelist, CTO, etc.). 

The interview should not directly promote or plug a product; rather it should share some behind-the-scenes 
insight or tell a story that involves a product or technology as an actor in that story. 
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Coder Interview
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Chapter and Section Sponsorship
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Customizable sponsorship header 
on Chapter or Section page

All banners on sponsored 
Chapter or Section page

Wings ads on sponsored 
Chapter or Section page

Sponsored articles

Roadblock of ads on all articles 
in sponsored Chapter or Section 

Customizable sponsorship header 
on Chapter or Section page
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Chapter or Section page

Wings ads on sponsored 
Chapter or Section page

Sponsored articles

Roadblock of ads on all articles 
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Sponsored articles

Roadblock of ads on all articles 
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Chapter and Section Sponsorships on CodeProject.com provide marketers an enhanced way to connect with their 
target audience and position themselves as the thought leader of a particular business segment, language, 
platform or technology.

Sponsorships provide a number of unique branding, awareness, education and content syndication opportunities. 
These will be visible to anyone browsing the Chapter and Section pages, as well as to anyone navigating directly 
to an article through an organic search on CodeProject or through an external search engine like Google.

Chapter and Section Sponsorship



The Scott Hanselman Sponsorship program packs tremendous value with a week-long sponsorship of your message posted in 
Scott’s first blog post of the week, the same message also appearing in the RSS feed reaching an additional 125,000 subscribers. 
Scott will conclude your weekly long sponsorship with a personal thank you as the sponsor also featured on both the blog and in 
the RSS feed. 

Sponsorship includes: 

Two (2) sponsorship acknowledgements in Scott’s blog post, including a 200 character customer message.  
Two (2) RSS feed sponsorship acknowledgements (over 125,000 subscribers), including 200 character customer message.

One (1) personal tweet to Scott’s 171,000+ Twitter followers.  This tweet sends followers back 
to the blog with the customer’s sponsorship acknowledgment.

Scott Hanselman 
RSS Sponsorship
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Scott Hanselman RSS Sponsorship
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Head Office: 
250 Ferrand Drive, Suite 503 

Toronto, Ontario M3C 3G8

Corporate: +1.416.849.8900
Sales: +1.415.497.5488 
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